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PreviousNext
We are proud to announce Emma Marichal’s brand new Ploquine font family, an editorial typeface of structured delicacy and wide applicability. As the winner of the  2022 Gerard Unger Scholarship, it has been expanded and refined as a calm and structured slab serif for everything editorial and branding.
Learn More
It’s almost that time again! Each year we hold an open call for submissions to our Gerard Unger Scholarship, a mentorship programme for promising type designers to work with us to finish their designs. Our call for entries will be open 15 April through 1 June 2024 to all individuals either enrolled in or graduating from a typography course in 2023 or 2024. So put your finishing touches on it and get ready to submit your typeface beginning 15 April! 



You can find more information about eligibility and key dates here. Additional information is also available by emailing scholarship[at]type-together.com. 
Learn More
We are happy to announce the expansion of Postea, with an additional four scripts to serve designers and readers around the world! Postea Multiscript now covers five scripts (Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek,  Hebrew, and Latin) and is born of the classic midcentury values of simplicity and impact. It bestows distinction and liveliness, and its lyrical rather than stodgy aesthetic is ideal for branding, signage, corporate typefaces, and magazines.
Learn More
Our brand new, casual Playpen Sans font family is just one additional step in a long plan of research, publishing data and results, font releases, books, events, and more. So how did we get to this point? 



In this article,  Veronika Burian and José Scaglione discuss the process, working with Laura Meseguer, and the trajectory of discovery that has happened along the way.
Learn More
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Postea Multiscript
Geometric typefaces are constructed by minds and respected across time, and Postea Multiscript takes it a step further by combining the feel of geometry with great accessibility and readability. Postea’s current total of five scripts (and growing) removes the language limits of other geometric typefaces to make it a global communicator: Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek,  Hebrew, and Latin, with the full Latin family (covering over 400 languages) included as a bonus in each of the other scripts. Curvy and methodical in construction, these companions are packed with icons, patterns, and shapes, and are best employed in branding, headlines, and paragraphs intended to draw the reader into the text

POSTEA MULTISCRIPT



Picks from our font catalogue



Ploquine
Quick Look
A slab serif of structured delicacy, able to set context with subtlety or be stylistically captivating.
[image: Ploquine]
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Explore PloquineStyles
14 styles, from Thin to Extrabold with Italics
Script and Language
Over 140 languages that use the Latin script
Recommended Usage
magazine paragraphs, museum catalogues, art information tags, headlines, logotypes with a refined presence, and poster-sized text
Features
All caps, basic ligatures, case-sensitive forms, class kerning, contextual alternates,
discretionary ligatures, denominators & numerators, fractions, alternative fractions,
historical forms, 5 sets of figures (oldstyle numerals, lining figures, proporti





Lektorat
Quick Look
Methodical in rationale and irrepressible in function, Lektorat’s 48 styles are the embodiment of editorial expression.
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Explore LektoratStyles
6 Text styles from Regular to Bold with Obliques, and 21 Display styles from Extralight to Black in 3 compression groups (compressed, condensed, and narrow)
Script and Language
Latin script support for 100+ languages.
Recommended Usage
Editorial, magazine, digital media, user interfaces
Features
All caps, basic ligatures, case-sensitive forms, class kerning, contextual alternates, discretionary ligatures, denominators & numerators, fractions, alternative fractions, historical forms, 5 sets of figures (oldstyle numerals, lining figures, proportion





Aeroplan
Quick Look
Setting modern and historical text with the serif equivalent of optical poetry.
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Explore AeroplanStyles
Regular, Medium, Semibold, Bold plus italics
Script and Language
100+ languages that use the Latin script





Rezak Cyrillic
Quick Look
A jaunty, dynamic type family that stretches beyond one specific font category and use.
[image: Rezak Cyrillic]
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Explore Rezak CyrillicStyles
8 Text styles from Regular to Extrabold and two special Display styles, Black and Black Incised
Script and Language
Support for 50+ languages that use the Cyrillic alphabet and 120+ languages that use the Latin alphabet
Recommended Usage
Websites, headlines and large text, gaming, call-outs, posters, packaging
Features
All caps, basic ligatures, case-sensitive forms, contextual alternates, discretionary ligatures, denominators & numerators, fractions, 4 sets of figures, localised forms, ordinals, ornaments, stylistic sets, superiors & inferiors, slashed zero, …








Playpen Sans
Playpen Sans is where digital excellence meets casual handwriting. It’s perfect for casual notes, comic books, branding, children’s works, and offhand remarks. Try it on our website tester, download the PDF specimen for more details, and download the entire family — for free! — through our online store. Read the full story of how Playpen Sans  came to life within this multi-pronged system.
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About Us

TypeTogether is an indie type foundry committed to excellence in type design with a focus on editorial use. Additionally, TypeTogether creates custom type design for corporate use. We invite you to browse our library of retail fonts or contact us to discuss custom type design projects.
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Select the font licences you'd like to purchase.


Test License [image: Test License]
Student License [image: Student License]
Add Desktop Licence
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Add Web Font Licence
Web Font10.000 pageviews/month
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All prices exclude VAT. If client resides outside the EU or holds a valid European VAT-number, no extra VAT will be charged. To add a VAT number please sign in and edit your user profile. The Building Ligature book price is final including applicable taxes for all regions.
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